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Ephesians

Our goal:
Our goal is to reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.
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The Letter to the Ephesians, a marvelous letter
a stunning, revelation, an inexhaustible Message; learn It well. It is so important
that is was meant as a letter to be circulated to all the churches, thus it was not formally addressed to The Ephesians! That was added in, but not in The Original Text.
The Message is The Same, just so important that it would be for all the churches,
thus, not addressed to any particular one.
You learn of many Things of GOD here: predestination, two essential prayers, marriage, spiritual warfare with the armor of GOD, and many more Truths of GOD.
You will be so “better armed” as being a Christian having digested well and thoroughly implemented The Teachings of GOD found in these only 6 chapters, one
letter, filled with timeless truths, deep revelations, life transforming Teachings,
This Book-Letter should be neglected by no one and ’mastered’ by everyone. You
will be lacking if you lack studying This Message; It Is in The Bible, for a Reason:
You.
Learn It
Love It
Do It
Be It
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The Heart of The Matter
Ephesians Prayers—Chapter 1

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is risen upon thee.”

GOD has not
forgotten you. HE has
not left you. Reach
for HIM, take hold of
HIM. Never let HIM
go. HE will be better
than your best
dreams, greater than
your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going to
be alright!.

One of The Two Great
Prayers in Ephesians,
is in chapter one:1723. This prayer is so
powerful that when
applied to one’s life;
will be life-changing
and help you grow by
leaps and bounds in
and towards and
through GOD. You
must read It through
with Understanding;
asking and thanking

THE HOLY SPIRIT, as
you pursue GOD’s
WORD –THE WORD
of GOD fervently. Do
not just read! Seek to
know– by experience
-seek new and deeper revelation, fuller
wisdom from above,
seeing a breakthrough in understanding, in answers
to questions, solutions to problems,

and meeting every need;
you are HIS minister;
ministering CHRIST to
the world. You must be
fully armed, walking in
True Holiness, empowered by THE SPIRIT,
overcoming by THE
BLOOD of THE LAMB
and THE WORD of your
Testimony. Read The
Prayer- do The Prayer apply The Prayer; to
your life and others.
GOD put It there for you.

Ephesians Prayers - Chapter 3

The Second of The
Two Great Prayers in
Ephesians, is in chapter three; 14-21. A
powerful prayer that
complements The
Prayer of chapter one;
that brings It’s own
depth to your walk; to
your life. Notice first,
The Prayer first is to
be strengthened in

your inner man with
Strength by THE HOLY SPIRIT. From this
new place, we can be
better able to ‘house’
MASHIACH = CHRIST
in our heart =Lev, in
Hebrew, which means,
at a deeper level: The
Torah-The Teaching of
The Temple-The Tabernacle-The Place

where you “live”.
CHRIST, WHO is THE
LIVING TORAH, will
then “Dwell” =“Live” in
your “Heart” -when
your heart is truly living by true faith; as we
then continue to deepen our walk-life and
understanding of this
prayer, in our 3 hour
Teaching this month!
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Did you know
That whatever GOD does
lasts forever, there is
nothing to add to it,
there is nothing to take
away from it. Ecclesiastes 3:14. Many of us are
building “our own kingdoms”, doing things
“our own way” seeking
GOD to sign off on “our
own projects.” WrongWrong-Wrong! This is
not right, never was

right, and never will be
right; our plans-limitedmyopic-often missing essential details-are not the
ones to follow-we are to
follow GOD-in All Thingsin All Ways –All The Time;
for What GOD Does-Lasts
forever, there is nothing
lacking and nothing more
necessary; what Perfection-how Awesome! Follow HIS Plan and Arrive.

Your Hebrew Lesson
What is: to pray, in Hebrew? It is The Word:
Leheetpalel=to pray. We
will examine It’s Hebrew
Root word: Palal =PeyLamed-Lamed. The verbal Root:Palal=To speak
The Greatest tongue-rodauthority. When interpreted Contextually: one
speaks with The Greatest Rod of their body-the

tongue, with the greatest
authority, when we use
The very Word of GODCHRISTologically speaking.
Good; Interested?! Come
and See…
You must quickly recognize the power of The
Spoken Word: cf.: Prov-

erbs 18;20-21. Here, you
go further. For The Very
Words we can-shouldmust-and prayerfully do
are The Very Words of
GOD. THE HOLY SPIRIT
will fully arm you with
everything that you
need. Of special note is
to remember that prayer
is a reflexive verb: It
changes you. Note that.

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

What do you say when
someone is speaking and it
sounds plausible; even reasonable? Check it against THE
WORD of GOD, and against
THE Very Character of GOD as
revealed in HIS over 700
NAMES. THE WORD of GOD is
tested, pure, perfect; so test
every and any word-thoughtidea one has or /and even oneself, against GOD’s Word. EiPage 1

ther we are right with GOD, or
we are wrong; GOD is always
in all ways ; Right. Then check
it against THE NAMES of GOD.
How?! Each NAME of GOD reveals HIS NATURE, HIS IDENTITY, HIS CHARACTER, and
HIS ESSENCE; HIS Unchangeable ESSENCE. Malachi 3:6
Then, what do you say when
something sounds off, wrong,
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not right?! Check it out: Test
all things. 1 Thessalonians
5:21-22.Thank - GOD! It may
be wrong, but you must prove
it so, it may be right, but you
must test it thoroughly. Watch
what you put in your mouth,
watch what you put in your
heart, watch what you put in
your soul; there are consequences. Eternity is forever.
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For HIS Glory

Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:
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Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".

2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, cutting straight
The Word of Truth.”

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"
John 12:21

Statement of Beliefs
1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

We believe in the virgin birth of THE MESSIAH.
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6.

We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST,
who suffered and died for the
sins of the world.

7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE,
is the only ONE who can
bring peace to Israel and
the nations .

